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§1 Service: 

The Offer: SkyHigh Productions™ offers professional Full High Definition Digital Film Production for enterprises 

wishing to showcase their products & or services via High Quality Digital Film for Television, Online distribution, 

Websites and the wider Social Network platforms. The service is subject to the terms included at the 

categorised levels and specific to the package level chosen by the client at the time of purchase. 

The content of these terms are subject to review once every 6 months and any material changes made notified 

to customers at the latest 10 business days in advance of their effective change date. 

Content: SkyHigh Productions™ will plan, structure, produce, shoot, craft and encode a digital film for the client 

to use as per their requirements.  

SkyHigh Productions™ will handle all creation and uploading of materials including distribution to Vimeo.com, 

the professional platform for online digital film content.  

Film Types: 

Product Showcase □  Property Showcase □ 

Service Showcase  □  Sales Film  □ 

Infomercial  □  Background Film  □ 

TV Commercial  □  Live Streaming Event □ 

Production Launch □  Documentary  □ 

Educational film  □  Corporate Explainer □ 

Series   □  Feature   □ 

YouTube Retainer □   

Scope: This is the term used to define the content, requirements, expectations and vision to be crafted into a 

digital audio/visual experience in short form, prior to preproduction developing the actual project to a more 

realistic result. 

Scope also defines the limitations of the engagement, providing guidance to document project limitations both 

in practical and budgetary terms. Any work beyond the realms of the scope as defined in the Production 

Document of Understanding will result in additional costs as advised by the SkyHigh Productions™ (SHP) sales 

rep(s).  

Genuine Scope can only be defined together with the Client’s input –this is imperative to achieve the Client’s 

Vision. 

 Preproduction: Before any filming can take place, in order to achieve high quality results for the client, a 

proper process of preproduction planning, documentation, costing and scheduling must be in place. Without 

preproduction there can be no exercise to understand the Client needs, the vision, the story, requirements or 

scheduling. This means no budget can be conveyed, nor is it possible to get an idea of the best approach to 

take in order to capture the vision in Audio / Visual format for broadcast on any platform.  
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Quality comes from Preparation!  

Preproduction is broken down into two phases: Phase 1) Story Definition and Production Development 

Consultation; usually a practice of working directly with the Client for 2-8 hours depending on the range & type 

of production to be investigated. Phase 2) Production Proper; once Scope & Story has been defined the 

Preproduction process begins ensuring that all documentation, schedule and requirements are in place prior to 

Principle photography starting.  

Once Principle Photography begins, no changes to the script / scope can be made without additional fees being 

applied to cater for the labour and time required to make any changes. As such, a formal “Change Process” 

must be adhered to, using a PMP methodology and “Change Control” via a Line Producer who must seek 

approval from the Executive Producer or Director before those changes can be made, subject to sufficient 

finances. 

Casting: This is the defined term used to describe “Talent” that will perform in a particular scene or full 

duration of a clip. This can be Company Personnel, Hired Actors, Volunteers, Animals, Technology or any 

subject that is designed in the script to give a performance and capture the imagination of an audience. “Talent 

Release Forms” will need to be signed in all instances in order for the likeness of the Talent to be used publicly 

in any Audio/Visual Film resulting from their participation, paid or otherwise.  Casting is the responsibility of 

the Casting Director and Line Producer. 

Art Direction: What the viewer sees on screen is made up of Art Direction as defined by the client based on 

story and narrative. The Client must provide a definition of what they would like to be seen on screen and 

support the Art Design with a budget that can match their vision in terms of labour and materials. 

Where the client does not provide a budget for materials, if they wish “SHP” to provide Art Direction then this 

will be a labour cost at the very minimum, even, for example, where it means placing signage or arranging 

office interiors to look right for a particular shoot or vision. This incurs extra time and labour that “SHP” will be 

required to provide in order to achieve the Client’s vision, thus fees are required. 

A good film looks like it was directed and had design thought processing that’s obvious to the audience, an 

excellent film looks natural and has art design and direction throughout but the audience can’t tell! This is only 

achieved with the right level of input from the Client in terms of vision, and experienced Directors of 

Photography and Art Directors collaborating to achieve said vision. 

No Principle Photography can start until Art Direction has been defined and set-up first. This can include but is 

not limited to: 

 Location Scouting 

 Location Permit Acquisition  

 Location / Venue Set-up  

 Set Construction 

 Studio Hire & Design 

 Lighting Set-up 

 Colour & Decoration 

 Branding 

 Cast Placement & Positioning in that Placement 

 Wardrobe 

 Hair & Make-up 
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 Shape & Form  

 Colour Temp Matching 

 Props & Aids 

 Extras  

Principle Photography: Principle Photography is defined as the time when Filming starts until Filming Ends! 

This is executed according to a schedule based on cast, resources and set being in place and ready. Having a 

tight schedule with experienced cast/talent and crew greatly reduces the time required to create the shots 

needed to craft a visually impacting story that connects the dots and bridges the narrative / audio story.  

Post Production can only begin once Principle Photography has “started”!  

Post Production: Post Production is the final phase in the Digital Film Creation Life Cycle. It is broken up in to 

three distinct processes that culminate in a final cut that is released for public viewing. These three processes 

are;  

1. Story Cutting and Editing 

a. Organising and Labelling Data in Storage Bins 

b. Basic Cutting 

c. Client Engagement to Establish baselines 

d. Cutting Clean up  & First / Second Draft Edits (Watermarked) 

e. Refinement with Client input to ensure story crafted is just right 

f. Final Cut finalised (Watermarked) 

2. Colour Correction and Timing 

a. Different lenses and/or cameras will not match due to light variables 

b. Stabilisation of Colour & Highlights executed to ensure same throughout 

c. Timing of transitions & Cue’s finalised 

3. Mastering and Enhancing 

a. Audio is enhanced, normalised, mastered and synced for the track 

b. Titles, Motion Graphics and / or Effects are added and mastered if required 

c. Digital Film is then Encoded for its designated broadcast platform  

d. The Client views a Watermarked Version of the Encoded film before distribution is executed. 

Distribution: Once Post Production is completed, Distribution enters its final phase. Having started in the 

planning stage, distribution was defined as “X” or “Y”, or a combination of “X, Y & Z”. The post production 

process will encode the final film to match the distribution needs of the client and then deliver the final 

production to the client once full payment has been received.   

Distribution can mean simply uploading to the Internet on a Digital Film (Video) hosting platform for 

embedding in Websites, Social Media and Intranet sites, to full Broadcast Suite delivery to Television and 

Satellite Networks, to Cinema Distribution worldwide. 

Distribution at each level has its own costs and involves rights licensing, legal variables, contract law, third party 

engagement and cross-territory negotiations where applicable. The finalised scope of work will define what 

level of distribution is required prior to Preproduction beginning on any project. Any change to distribution 

requirements during or post production, will require an annex contract or in some instances, a new contract to 

establish fees and scope of work to be delivered to the client.  

Deliverable(s): Based on the Scope of work, the Document of Understanding will establish a set of Deliverables 

to be accepted and signed off on by the client at various stages of a particular project. 
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Some deliverables will require client input at certain stages, this input and its level/duration will be agreed 

upon with the client in the Planning phase before Preproduction starts. The number of deliverables will be 

specified with target deadlines for acceptance and delivery. 

Deliverables can only be closed off as completed by “SHP” by the client signing a Deliverable Acceptance 

Document to confirm each particular deliverable is of the standard required according to the “SHP” DOU and 

Terms of Business. 

§2 Booking: 

Advance Purchase: The client agrees to “SHP’s” invoicing schedule consisting of phased payments subject to 

advanced payment and zero credit terms. The Schedule of Payments and invoicing is subject to the terms 

contained in this document. No Work can take place until the client has paid the first 50% of the full invoice 

amount; this is a deposit to secure the services and time of SkyHigh Productions™, its resources, hardware and 

facilities.  

Agreement: The Client agrees to sign a “Statement of Work” hiring SkyHigh Productions™ for the duration 

required to produce the project. Any changes to the scope of work are subject to “Change Control” and 

additional fees. Where the project is “fixed fee & duration”, no changes are permitted once the project is 

locked in with script, shotlists, storyboards, documentation and signed agreements without a new engagement 

contract and agreed fees.  

§3 Pricing & Payment: 

Pricing is based on engagement packages as described below, either as Fixed Price & Duration or Time & 

Materials contracts.   

Quotes are valid for ten (10) business days from date of issue, subject to change based on inflation, agreement 

type & any changes to the original scope of an agreement.  A new quote will need to be issued to a client once 

this timeline has passed from the issue of an original quote.  

Direct Engagement Plan: This plan is the general plan applicable to all clients and is a “Time and Materials” 

based engagement usually attached to a fixed schedule of delivery. Fees and invoicing for this plan involve a 

budgeting consultation session followed by a 50% deposit to secure resources, hardware and materials to 

begin pre-production, followed by 25% to conduct Principle Photography & a final 25% to complete Post 

Production and delivery. No works can begin until the 50% deposit is paid, and final two (x2) instalments of 

25% must be paid before works can continue at the relevant stages.  

Instalments Engagement Plan: This plan is applicable to Small & Medium Businesses seeking to have a 

promotional film created but would otherwise not have the required funds available from their cash-flow or 

marketing budget. The plan is designed to assist the client build up the required funds with us over a period of 

eight (8) weeks, minimum, to enable them acquire a digital film to help their business increase sales. Payment 

on this plan is made weekly in advance by Direct Debit via the Bank or Recurring Payments via PayPal. An 

invoice to the value of the contract value will be sent to the client weekly for each instalment to be paid. The 

plan is broken into a minimum of eight (8) weeks to allow the client spread the costs of production at a more 

easily affordable rate than a one off full payment. Terms and Conditions do apply to this plan as applicable 

here; 

1. An Instalments Engagement Plan is a fixed price & duration project engagement to the minimum value 

of two thousand (2000) Euros based on our popular promo clips of the past.  
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2. The fees cover the hire of personnel, hardware and lighting for preproduction, principle photography 

and post production phases. 

3. Preproduction will start in week four (4) once 50% of the required fee is paid in full.  

4. Principle Photography will be completed on one (1) day in week six (6) once 75% of the required fee is 

paid in full. 

5. Post Production covering Editing, Encoding and Delivery will take place in week eight (8) with a 

maximum editing time of ten (10) working days in full collaboration with the client on a fixed, non-

negotiable, schedule from the date of receipt of final payment.  

6. The client is required to give their time to all aspects of the project where required, especially in the 

editing phase of Post Production. This ensures that the client will receive a clip they are happy with as 

“SHP” personnel cannot read minds and leaving results to chance decreases the chances of quality 

output. Client engagement is imperative to achieve a desired result, there are no changes allowed or 

covered for in the budget after the editing process is completed ten (10) days from the Post 

Production Process beginning. Thus, the client must ensure they make themselves available for the 

dates agreed with the provider; SHP (SkyHigh Productions™). 

7. This package is entitled to a fixed limited number of resources, personnel, hardware & tools that form 

a proven template for achieving promotional digital film for small to medium businesses. 

Retainer Engagement Plan: This package is applicable to brands and corporations that want to have regular 

access to professional film production to maintain strong presence and competitive edge on YouTube®, 

Facebook®, Twitter® and other Online avenues/channels used for sales, marketing, promotional and advisory 

purposes. The level of Retainer fee to be paid depends on the requirements of an individual client; fees are 

based on standard hourly rates as published on BECTU www.bectu.org.uk  

Invoicing:  

1. SkyHigh Productions™ does not offer any credit terms to any clients, all invoices are due upon date of 

issue. Failure to pay, or communicate reason for not paying, on due date will result in Late Fees being 

applied according to our Late Fees Policy.  

2. Direct Engagement invoices are issued on a Monday & due upon issue via electronic delivery with 

three (3) business days grace afforded for transfers between banks in Ireland, and five (5) business 

days for international bank transfers. No works can be carried out on a Direct Engagement Project 

without the required balance being paid at any particular stage of the process. Billing commences 

once the initial contract is signed between the client and SkyHigh Productions™. Goods will only be 

completed and delivered once the final 25% of the total fee is paid in advance of delivery.  

3. Instalment Engagements are not invoiced, instead, they are purchase orders placed via digital order 

form or PayPal #BuyNow Buttons from www.shpcreativemedia.com and a remittance for each 

payment received is issued to the client in arrears once payment has been confirmed as received on a 

Monday. Instalment Engagement Plans are 100% non-refundable and subject to client solvency. This 

package is not subject to our Late Fees Policy. However, where a client misses or cancels a payment, 

their project will be delayed and no works carried out, where a client fails to pay in full, no works will 

be delivered and all funds paid to date will be retained by SkyHigh Productions™.  

4. Retainer Engagements are invoiced once (x1) annually with a full fee being paid in its total sum based 

on a written contract outlining the nature of the engagement and its frequency. Retainers are subject 

to review annually and thus not automatically renewed. Retainer Engagements are subject to their 

own terms and conditions of business further to SkyHigh Productions™ standard terms of business as 

they are individual contracts subject to and agreed upon a negotiation process & tailored needs.  

http://www.bectu.org.uk/
http://www.shpcreativemedia.com/
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Late Fees Policy: All Direct Engagement Projects are subject to SkyHigh Productions™’ Late Fees Policy. These 

fees are based on The Late Fees Act 2012 of the European Union with the exception that our Daily Rate of 

Compound Interest is 10% plus a standard Administration Fee of forty (40) Euros in line with the European and 

Irish Laws. (Department of Business Enterprise and Innovation Late Payments Act 2012 Pamphlet:  

https://dbei.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/Supports-for-SMEs/Late-Payments/Late-Payment-in-Commercial-

Transactions/)   

§4 Service Delivery Process: 

Development:  In order for the best outcome for both client and provider to be possible, sufficient time must 

be allocated in advance of a project to determine the best format and template that will showcase and sell the 

client’s brand to an audience in the best possible manner. This is the development phase consisting of an initial 

consultation subject to fee charged at hourly rates. This phase involves a Development Workshop ranging from 

two (2) hours to a full working day of eight (8) hours or more, depending on the nature and scope of the 

project required by the client.  

Development is a collaboration workshop between the Client and SkyHigh Productions™ (“SHP”), with each 

providing at least one person that can represent the interests and fulfil the project requirements from their 

respective positions. For SkyHigh Productions™ this is normally a Producer or Production Assistant. For the 

client, this is normally the Creative Director or Marketing Manager and for the purposes of contractual 

agreements is called the “Project Sponsor”. 

The Producer and Sponsor will work together to establish the Scope of the project and Client Requirements 

resulting in a fixed set of deliverables established in a written Statement of Work that the Sponsor will sign on 

behalf of the Client to allow the project to progress to Preproduction. 

Without a Development Workshop, Preproduction is not possible and no Digital Film of any kind can be 

produced. 

Preproduction:  Following on from Development, sufficient time for project planning must be allocated prior to 

any filming taking place and the Preproduction phase takes care of this, providing all documentation, resource 

& hardware selection and booking, personnel & Cast Scheduling and organisation required to start filming.  

Once Schedules are agreed and locked in, there is no more room for any changes. Where Cast are required 

they must be available on the dates locked in without restriction.  

Principle Photography: Principle Photography, also known as filming, can only take place once sufficient 

information and quality data is present. This can mean packaging, presentation, art direction, set construction, 

quantity and style of a product and or service to be shot. This is all in place once Preproduction is completed 

and locked in.  

Using the documentation provided by the preproduction team, Principle Photography will take place and be 

coordinated by the Director, Assistant Director and Line Producer. At this point, there is generally no “input” 

required from the client during Principle Photography. However, the client may be required to provide Cast 

members and allow access to premises, materials and / or events on a fixed schedule, fixed and coordinated by 

the Line Producer, and managed by the Director. 

The Production team will handle all Principle Photography and inform resources where and how they are 

needed via “Call Sheets” issued in advance of scheduled dates. During Principle Photography, the Director has 

the final say and will inform the client when everything meets required standards.  

https://dbei.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/Supports-for-SMEs/Late-Payments/Late-Payment-in-Commercial-Transactions/
https://dbei.gov.ie/en/What-We-Do/Supports-for-SMEs/Late-Payments/Late-Payment-in-Commercial-Transactions/
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Post Production:  Once Principle Photography has begun, the Post Production process can start – this means 

the organisation, labelling and proper storage of data for future editing. Editing will not begin until Principle 

Photography has concluded and the Director is satisfied all required footage has been captured to the required 

standard. 

Once the Director gives the green light, the Editor will take over and engage with the “Sponsor” to craft the 

correct story, style and rhythm of Digital Film based on the Client requirements.  

This is an intensive process requiring full commitment & engagement from the “Sponsor” to assist the Editor in 

crafting the correct story for the Client before it is finally released.  This ensures strong communications; fast 

turnaround times, removes all doubt from the Editor’s mind and allows the “Sponsor” to correct mistakes or 

inaccuracies before they become a problem. Once the final cut is locked in, no further changes can be made, 

and prior to any changes being made at all, they must go through a formal change control process to ensure 

they meet the requirements of the Deliverables as outlined in the Scope of the “Statement of Work”.  

The more input a “Sponsor” gives to the Editor, the easier their job will be from a commercial perspective to 

ensure their Client’s message is clear, accurate and delivers what the Client wants!  

Distribution:  Distribution is the final step in the service delivery process and is dependent on the Client’s 

requirements in terms of Film Usage, Broadcast, Storage, Streaming or otherwise. Individual terms will apply to 

this phase and in general are handled by SkyHigh Productions™. Third Party & Client interaction / assistance 

may be required in certain instances such as for Live Broadcast / Streaming of content online and for 

Television.  

For content intended for use on the internet, the footage will be made available for a limited time on a secure 

encrypted server for download and also on DVD disc as a backup. 

Unless specifically requested, SkyHigh Productions™ will not upload to any Client Specific Digital Film Hosting 

Platform or Channel. That is the responsibility of the Client and not SkyHigh Productions™, except in the 

expressed instance of a Retainer Engagement Package where SkyHigh Productions™ is managing a Content 

Platform on behalf of a client such as, but not limited to, a YouTube® Channel. 

Once the Client has confirmed receipt of the Final Materials that have been signed off on by the “Sponsor”, the 

engagement is terminated and no further service will be afforded the Client – either in time or materials. All 

materials retention and storage upon receipt by the Client is the sole onus of the Client and SkyHigh 

Productions™ offers no further service or provision in this matter post delivery beyond the initial engagement. 

Should the Client misplace or have materials damaged or deleted accidentally or maliciously there will be a 

standard two hundred and fifty (250) Euros fee to provide those materials once more from a back-up should 

the Client desire to acquire the materials again, except in the expressed instance of a Retainer Engagement 

Package that has provisions for such events explicitly contained in writing within its individual contract. 

Post delivery, all project materials will be held on a back-up server for a period of six (6) months at which point 

those materials (raw and encoded) will be deleted from the server permanently and no longer be available. A 

Client can request that all or specific individual materials be stored for a longer period of time at a fixed fee 

(subject to change based on third party storage providers) as a redundancy service. Where a Client does not 

avail of this service and loses the original materials delivered to them, SkyHigh Productions™ is under no 

obligation to replace anything and once the storage period in these terms has passed, the materials will be 

deleted and should the Client require the same film, a new contract of engagement will be entered into with 

SkyHigh Productions™ to produce that content once more.  
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§5 Creative License:  

Where a client gives limited or zero time to planning and fails to supply sufficient information and or materials, 

including post production editing, to SkyHigh Productions™ for any particular film clip, the client agrees that 

SkyHigh Productions™ is afforded “Creative License” to produce the best film clip possible using its best 

judgement within the limitations presented including budget, materials & crew. 

In such instances the Client will accept, without argument or issue of penalty, the outcome provided by SkyHigh 

Productions™, this term is absolute as the Client will always be afforded every opportunity to engage with and 

advise SkyHigh Productions™ during the Development and Post Production phases of their requirements.  

§6 Expectations: 

SkyHigh Productions™ aims to set Client expectations prior to contract engagement and as such will make clear 

the details of the service provided in simple language, explain any aspect of these terms of business that is 

unclear and help the Client understand the value behind the associated fees, give detailed explanations as to 

why “Specific Extras” incur extra costs and are not included in the base price for “Fixed Price & Duration” 

Packages.  

This helps to ensure that the Client and Provider understand each other clearly and that the Provider is 

afforded the best chance of delivering a satisfactory service to the Client, meeting Client needs and desires.  

It is expected that all Clients will understand that the base price for each package, whilst limited to minimal 

hardware and shooting, includes all that is necessary to achieve fantastic film footage at a very affordable rate 

that won’t be achieved elsewhere. The Base Price of each package does not offer anything beyond each 

individual package scope. 

Where a Client wishes to avail of “Specific Extras” they are more than welcome to purchase at Unit Price as and 

where needed. Providing “Specific Extras” on a Unit Pricing structure allows a Client to save money and use 

only when recommended or needed. This protects a Client and the Provider from hidden costs since a film 

budget can quickly soar into hundreds, if not thousands, when extras like Drones, Jibs and other rigs are 

brought into the equation. 

It is also expected and assumed that a Client has actually read these terms before signing an agreement with 

SkyHigh Productions™. It is the responsibility of a Client to ensure that they have fully read and understood the 

Terms of Business.  

§7 Limitations: 

The Service is subject to the terms and conditions of this document and each package has its own limitations 

based on individual cost price. This does not diminish the quality of work in any respect and is intended to save 

the Client money where possible. Equally so, this does not mean that limitations cannot be lifted and additional 

“Specific Extras” purchased at additional Unit Price as & where required by the Client.  

Labour & Equipment is the main limitation on each package as setting up, moving and adjusting equipment is 

time and labour intensive, increasing the actual costs of production.  
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§8 Rights:  

Imagery: Permission is required to use any Audio / Visual materials from the owner of the subject to be filmed 

and broadcast in Audio / Visual format. A Client must ensure that they have the right to use any imagery they 

wish to include in a clip. Where a product or physical object is the core content of the clip, permission must be 

in place to use these in visual imagery. “SHP” will ensure Talent Release forms are issued to the Client when 

and where needed from a legal stand point and a Data Protection perspective. 

For any B-Roll Type clips, inserts or cut-aways that are not “Subject” specific, in certain instances SkyHigh 

Productions™ can provide Stock Footage it already owns in its library at no additional cost where not used by 

another client under license and matches the Production accurately. 

Where a client requires non-existent Stock Footage (new footage filmed that was unavailable before) it must 

take into account that this will be recorded at additional cost and unless already factored into the Production 

Budget during Development, this will not be included with the associated costs paid in advance by the Client to 

fulfil this Stock Footage need and thus result in separate invoicing to account for associated costs.  In this 

instance, where new footage is being recorded, SkyHigh Productions™ will handle Talent Release Forms and 

Rights Acquisition to ensure the footage can be used legally.  

Music: Where a Client wishes to use Music in its footage it must have the rights to include and broadcast said 

music in its media. SkyHigh Productions™ has a library of free music that can be used at its discretion, but 

where a Client wishes to use a specific piece of music in its media, it must ensure that is has the right to use it 

and as such acquire the licenses for said music.  

Music can be acquired under CreativeCommons License and Commercial License from our Stock Music Partners 

or Custom License once ordered directly from our Partner Composers.  

Ownership: All materials supplied to a Client are explicitly theirs in ownership where an account is paid in full. 

SkyHigh Productions™ will pass ownership rights to a Client upon receipt of payment in full. No work, however, 

can take place on behalf of a Client without advance payment of bookings. 

Copyright: All materials supplied to a Client by SkyHigh Productions™ will have certain copyright criteria 

applied to them, i.e. music, stock footage, graphics, etc. Copyright remains with the creator in perpetuity and 

the Owner of the materials possess the Rights to use the materials supplied for a fixed specified duration for a 

fee paid. The Owner (Client) does not have Copyright of the content unless they themselves have specifically 

created it in the first instance prior to use. All data captured as Digital Image and Audio by SkyHigh 

Productions™, where designed and coordinated by SkyHigh Productions™, is the Copyright of SkyHigh 

Productions™ as creator of the materials captured. 

§9 Specific Extras: 

The Base Price of each Package includes the use of the following hardware as standard; 

 Full HD Professional Interchangeable Lens Digital SLR Camera 

 Range of lenses from 18mm to 300mm to achieve specific shots and looks 

 A Fluid Head Mounted Tripod System to achieve spectacular smooth panning and pitching shots 

(horizontal and vertical tripod based stable movement shots) 

 High Quality Professional Microphones and Audio Recording Hardware 
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 7” Camera Mounted Monitor to ensure pin sharp focus is achieved with high quality image output 

(most digital cameras will have small 2.5” screens to view footage on, we use a large 7” 720p monitor 

to ensure we are not losing quality image input)  

 Full Professional Editing Suite for Post Production Work 

For a standard film clip with or without narration and voice audio, this is more than sufficient to capture the 

required media and produce a high quality film sans fluid motion.  

Where a Client feels they want more mobile and fluid motion/tracking shots in their footage, extra and more 

specific lighting/tone, or for us to film outside our five mile catchment area, they are free to choose from the 

list of additional tools and services available at extra cost per unit price as listed on SkyHigh Productions™’ Price 

List.  

Available “Specific Extras”: 

o These take time to set-up and use and then disassemble, and thus are labour intensive but 

sometimes necessary! They are most certainly available for use, but they incur extra labour 

time and effort, thus extra costs. Where a client wants to achieve a very specific look and feel 

to their film footage, we will use the list of tools below to help them achieve just that. We are 

merely making it clear and transparent from the outset where extra labour will incur 

additional costs to the client so there are no hidden fees. This list is comprehensive but not 

exhaustive, we might not have something listed, but that does not mean we cannot supply it. 

A Client should ask us what is possible and give us an overview of their ideas for complex film 

clips and we will advise on the best solution, which may very well be a custom solution! 

Unit Description Unit Price Per Day 

 Cameras & 
Rigging: 

 

 Additional HD DSLR for Online Film 
Footage per film clip produced. (720p 
max resolution output for online use) 

€75.00 

 Follow Focus system allowing for 
Tracking Focus shots Forward and 
Reverse (preventing image blur [Bokeh] 
distorting an image and ruining the 
experience) 

€5.00 

 Jib Crane – to achieve Sweeping high & 
low shots that can’t be achieved on a 
tripod alone.  

€60.00 

 Dolly - for tracking shots, use a dolly. If 
the surface is smooth and there are no 
bumps, it can be used on its own wheels 
without vibration.  

€100 

 If the floor surface is uneven or contains 
any spring in it, tracking shots will 
require a track and dampener to 
achieve smooth and stable shots. This 
requires sufficient time to lay, adjust 
and test – labour intensive 

€200 

 DSLR Shoulder Rig for Walking / Moving 
Shots 

€10 

 Drone(s)  2.7k Cinema Quality DJI Phantom 3 
Drone – allows for stable & smooth 
aerial and tracking shots for doing 360 

€50 
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tours and so on. 

 Mileage  Travel beyond the baseline 5 miile 
catchment area. 

€0.44c per km 

 Special Effects  Green / Blue Screen €100 

 Sounds €10 

 Whiteboard Animation €165 

 Story Animation – creating an actual 
cartoon or animated flow of images that 
tell a story in 45 seconds max.  

€260 

 After Effects – manipulation of footage 
digitally to achieve a desired look not 
present from beginning: i.e. removing a 
crack in a wall, changing the colour of 
an item, placing an object on screen 
that wasn’t there at all, etc. 

€300 

 3D Rendering – particularly good for 
conceptual projects such as building 
renovations, construction, mechanical 
drawings, technical works, vehicle 
design and so on. 

€500 

 Lighting  3 Point Lighting Set-up: helping achieve 
lovely soft facial expressions and 
attractive looks on people, buildings or 
products. – Labour Intensive as it takes 
time to get right on camera and position 
the lights in the right place and at the 
right height.  

€100 

 Custom lighting as designed prior to a 
shoot per Client requirements to assist 
with mood and tone of a film clip. This 
can involve several bulbs and light 
stands/clamps requiring extra personnel 
and sometimes an electrician.  

€150 

 Cinema Camera 
Packages 

 Canon C100 mkii 
o Full HD 35mm Cinema Camera 

€ 130 

 Arri Alexa  
o Ultra HD 35mm CineCam 

 €580 

 Arri Amira 
o Compact Ultra HD 35mm 

CineCam 

€POA 

 Canon C300 
o Compact Ultra HD 35mm 

CineCam 

€300 

 RED Scarlet UHD  
o 6k Ultra HD 35mm CineCam 

€400 

 Sony EX1 
o Full HD Documentary Camera 

[Fixed Lens ] 

€120 

 Lens Package 
o 18mm 21mm 35mm 50mm 85mm 
o Zeiss CP2 Compact Prime High Speed 

CineLenses 

€280 

 Audio  Additional Personal Recorder and €25 
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Microphone: Where more than one 
person or subject is talking in a clip, 
there will be a need often to include an 
additional microphone and recording 
device to catch “2 channel” audio 
content. We normally only use one 
recorder and mic in an interview based 
recording, which comes as standard. 
However, where there may be a more 
conversational based audio recording in 
place, an additional device is needed; 
this also incurs additional editing time 
and labour, thus additional fees. 

 

§10 Client Responsibilities: 

Health and Safety: The Client must ensure that the products, facilities and services to be filmed in are safe and 

an apt Risk Assessment exercise afforded time for completion to the SkyHigh Productions™ team. It is the 

responsibility of the Client to ensure all safety measures are in place before any film crew arrives on site. No 

filming can take place until safety checks are complete. Safety can include Hygiene, Building Maintenance, 

Appearance, Risk Aversion, etc.  

SkyHigh Productions™ will record in visual format the nature of the site attended both before and after to 

avoid any ambiguity regards physical condition. 

PL Insurance: The Client must ensure full Public Liability is in place for SkyHigh Productions™ personnel to be 

on any particular site or multiple sites before arrival.  

Hardware Insurance: The Client is responsible for Insurance costs in relation to Hardware Hire at all levels of 

rental! Where possible, this cost will be included in the overall budget where SkyHigh Productions™ can supply 

the hardware directly from its own stock. Where hardware must be hired from a rental house, the insurance 

will be dictated by the rental house itself and SkyHigh Productions™ has no control over this rate, all rates will 

be disclosed prior to packages being offered and hired. 

Indemnity: The Client agrees to indemnify SkyHigh Productions™ against any damages incurred on a Client site 
and agrees to hold harmless and defend SkyHigh Productions™ against all claims made against it & HEREBY 
RELEASES, WAIVES, DISCHARGES AND COVENANTS NOT TO SUE SkyHigh Productions™, its officers and 
members, along with any other sponsors and all of its holdings, and owners and lessees of premises used to 
conduct the service offered in this document and each of them, their officers and employees, the dealers, 
officers, directors, management, officials and volunteers assisting in the event, the sanctioning organisation or 
any subdivision thereof, grounds operators, grounds owner, officials, promoters, sponsors, advertisers; all for 
the purpose herein referred to as “releases,” from all liability to the undersigned, their personal 
representatives, assigns, heirs, and next of kin for any and all loss or damage, and any claim or demands 
therefore on account of injury to the person or property or resulting in death of the undersigned, whether 
caused by the negligence of the releases or otherwise while the undersigned is participating in the event; 
  
THE CLIENT ALSO HEREBY AGREES TO INDEMNIFY AND SAVE AND HOLD HARMLESS the release(s) and each of 
them from any loss, liability, damage, or cost (including attorney’s fees) they may incur due to the presence of 
the undersigned participating in the event and whether caused by the negligence of the releases or otherwise. 


